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~ After more than a decade of guidance under alumna President Claire Gaudiani '66,
. ,
Connecticut College prepares to usher in a new era of leadership. Norman Fainstein, the chief aca-
. demic officer at Vassar College, was selected to become the College's ninth president in June by a
search committee made up of alumni, administrators, students, trustees, and faculty representatives.
Gaudiani, who held the presidency since 1988 and was the College's first alumna president,
leaves behind a legacy of great growth and innovation. When she inherited the presidency, the
College was ranked 41st in the nation by U.S. News and World Report. Today it stands at 27th .
•
Gaudiani's tenure was also characterized by an effort to involve Connecticut College in the redevel-
opment of New London. Her election as head of the New London Development Corporation in 1997
signified that commitment. .
Unfortunately, Gaudiani's great legacy is in danger of being overshadowed by the College's
recent budget constraints. Among the challenges facing Fainstein, the school's current financial
"
ptoblems loom largest. His ability to guide CC through this period of fiscal challenge will likely.'•
determine his success as president. His background as an urban studies scholar should help him con-
tinue his predecessor's tradition of community involvement. Interim President David K. Lewis will
oontinuesin that capacity until Fainstein's official arrival.on campus on October 15. ',J
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Be in the Know at The College Voice
College can be pretty overwhelming, espe-
cially during these first few weeks. You will be
ushered around from one substance-free event
to the next, and introduced to more acronyms
and school policies than you ever though pos-
sible. Believe it or not, eventually, it gets easi-
er. Sometime down the road, you'll hear people
, talking about SAC, SGA, SATA, PICA, and
CISLA, and you'll actually understand what
they are saying"
While most students eventually familiarize
themselves with CC terminology, there are
only a select few who really know what's going
on. You'll know who those kids are soon
enough. Before long, your favorite professor is
going to get irked over budget cuts or a breach
J of shared governance, and he or she is going to
begin his class with a rant about how the school
is going to hell. Then he's going to ask you
what you think the problem is.
This is when he or she surfaces. That kid in
your class who knows - knows why the funds
were cut, why the administration didn't get stu-
dent government approval, why the men's
rugby team will never rise from the dead. It's
. that kid. The kid that knows. The College Voice
reporter. And you could be that kid.
Working for The Voice will, more than any-
thing else, introduce you to all sides of
Connecticut College. You'll be introduced to
fellow students, star athletes, local politicians
and the heavy hitters in student government
and the College administration. You'll go to
. meetings that impact the future of the college
and you'll have a front row seat to the best
entertainment and most hotly contested sports
matches at Conn.
Each week The College Voice reports on
everything from campus events to New
London politics. Our opinion section allows
the student body to share their opinions with
the College, either through a column or letters
to the editor. A&E covers entertainment events
from both on- and off-campus. Finally, our
Sports section brings you the scores and high-
lights from all of Conn's teams.
Where do you fit in with these sections? Just
about anywhere you want. We've got room for
writers, photographers, copy editors, layout
and design experts, online editors, section edi-
tors, and more. The important thing is that The
Voice is a place where you can grow and devel-
op the skills and friendships that make college
worthwhile.
A typical week at The Voice ranges from a
couple hours of work to a consistently intense
schedule, depending on the position you hold.
Everyone's week begins at the section meeting.
Writers arrive with ideas for stories they would
like to write, or work with editors to find
worthwhile topics. Later in the week, the
Editorial Board (comprised of section editors)
meets to discuss any controversial topics at
Conn and a budget for the coming issue. On
Tuesday and Wednesday nights, production
begins. The Editorial Board edits and re-writes
stories, gathers photos, develops graphics and
synthesizes these elements to form the whole
newspaper. Thursday night is final production
where the issue gets finishing touches before
being sent off to the printer.
Please join us for pizza and an information-
al meeting on Monday August 27 in the Voice
office, Room 215 in the Crozier Williams
College Center at 7:30 PM. We hope to see
you there!
Year in Review - It's News to You
Health Center Fee - June, 2000 7,2001
At the end of the '99-'00 school year, President
Gaudiani appointed a faculty/staff sub-committee to
review health services. The following summer. students
were alerted that they would have .to pay a $450 health
care fee in addition to their normal tuition payments.
The unexpected fee fueled student dissatisfaction with
the college's lack of shared governance and was a major
topic of controversy at October's campus open forum.
RPI Backs out of Mariner Square Lease - August
31,.2000
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute announced that it
would not carry through with plans to hold night classes
at the Mariner Square building in New London, leaving
Connecticut College with the burden of a $250,000, fif-
teen year lease. The Mariner Square property was origi-
nally part of a joint venture between Connecticut
College and RPI.. Connecticut College President Claire
Gaudiani entered into the lease on June I, 2000, intend-
ing th,e technology-friendly space to be used for class-
rooms, but the decision was met by loud protest from
college faculty and students, and the plan was aban-
doned. The property is still uninhabited and the college
is currently still paying the lease.
Fmancial Open Forum - September 17, 2000
With student angst reaching a record high over cuts
to programs and staff, the SGA convened an all-campus
meeting where school administrators were grilled about
everything from athletic center hours to lack of parking.
The event was preceded by a rare, large student protest.
Approximately 1100 students attended the forum.
Ralph Nader comes to Couu - October 4, 2000
Ralph Nader arrived at Connecticut College the day
after the first presidential debate, an event that the Green
Party candidate was excluded from. Nader criticized his
opponents and praised the students of Connec~cut
College while stressing the importance of Amenca's
youth to the future of the Green Party. "We can't do any
more," he said. "We're being closed out by these two
parties morphing into one corporate party."
,
'I
NLDC elects to use eminent domain - October 16,
2000I
I After more than a year of negotiations with home-owners, the New London Development Corporation
voted unanimously to seize the final 22 properties in the
Fort Trumbull neighborhood. The NLDC has proposed
to build a healtb club and parking on the confiscated
land. Fort Trumbull residents have responded by filing a
lawsuit against the NLDC. The trial is currently peoding.
Ice Hockey Conflict - December 10, 2000
Three players, including two captains, were susp~nd-
ed from the men's ice hockey team after they comnutted
unspecified honor code, athletic department and NCAA
Violations. The team was also forced to forfeit three
games. The incident that led to the suspensions and for-
feitures occurred while the team was parucrpatmg In a
tournament at the Air Force Academy in Colorado
Springs over winter break.
Shared Governance Covenant Signed - February
'"
After months of work by students and administra-
lion, as well as a contentious fall semester, the faculty,
SGA (student government) and faculty signed a shared
governance covenant. The covenant marked an agree-
ment between these three groups which provides for
more open communication and shared decision making
power between all members of the campus community.
The covenant will be tested this year, as Norman
Fainstein, as well as a number of new administrators
take office.
Lambdin Game Room Opens to Students -
February 16, 2001
After nearly being cancelled by the college due. to
lack of funds, the Lambdin game room construction was
completed in early February. The game room had been
placed in jeopardy when funding for plex renovations
fell short. To make up for the shortfall, Lyn Silfen '67
decided to donate the money to get the space up and run-
ning. The game room features two foosball tables, a
pool table. several couches and multiple televisions.
Conn Students Raise $3200 for Indian
Earthquake Relief - Febmary 16,2001
In response to a massive7.9 earthquake in Gujarat,
India, Connecticut College students and professors set to
work, raising $3200 in support of relief efforts in the .
country. The fundraising initiative was spearheaded by
human development professor Sunil Bhatia and ten stu-
dents of the college. The group, amazingly managed to
..raise in excess of ten times their goal, through their own
efforts, and with help from campus bands and the stu-
dent improv comedy group.
Tennis Program Suspended, then Reinstated
Hours Later - April 5, 2001
As of 4:34 pm on April 5, 2001, men's and Women's
tennis players found themselves without a team to play
for on campus, as the program was suspended due to
lack of funds to repair the tennis courts. Six hours later,
they were granted a reprieve. After it was detennined
that the decision was not put through proper channels,
the college placed the program under review. The tennis
courts have yet to be repaired, and the team's future has
yet to be decided by the college.
Senator Joseph Liebermau Receives Honorary
Doctorate - April 11, 2001 .
Connecticut Senator and former Democratic vice
presidential candidate received an honorary doctorate of
law degree from Connecticut College. FollOWing his
acceptance of the degree, Lieberman delivered a speech '.
to a packed Palmer Auditorium regarding campaign
finance reform, and the then-pending McCain-Feingold
bill, which has since passed the senate.
Conn Moves to 20% Alternative Energy - April
19,2001
After close to a year worth of lobbying by
Connecticut College students, the SGA voted unani-
mously (with one abstention) to convert the college to
20% renewable energy. The energy will be paid for by a
$25 fee to students in addition to the comprehensive
tuition costs. The fee can be waived through financial aid
for those who need a waiver.
Fainstein named new College President - July 10,
. 2001
Fainstein the chief academic officer at Vassar
College, was'selected to become Connect~cut College's
ninth president in June by a search comrmttee made up
of alumni administrators, students, trustees and faculty
represent;tives. He replaces Claire Gaudiani '66; who
had been president since 1988 and was the.college s first
alumna president. He will begin officially 10 mid-
Oc ber.
Dr. Luc Montagnier to ,Keynote
Convocation' Ceremonies
, .
•
NEW LONDON French
researcher Dr. Luc Montagnier, co-
discoverer of tbe virus that causes
AIDS, will be the keynote speaker at
Connecticut College's 87th
Convocation on Thursday, Aug. 30,
at 5 p.m. in Palmer Auditorium. Dr.
Montagnier also will receive an hon-
orary Doctor of Science degree. The
ceremony marking the first day of
classes is free and open to the pub-
lic, as is a panel discussion about the
AIDS crisis Friday, August 31.
"AIDS: A World at Risk" is the
theme for this year's ceremony,
which opens the academic year. Dr.
Montagnier will speak on "New
Approaches to AIDS in Africa." A
panel discussion of "Perspectives on
the Global AIDS Crisis" will take
place on Friday, Aug. 31, from 12:45
to 2 p.m. in the 1962 Room of the
Crozier-Williams College Center.
Panelists include Dr. Montagnier;
Catherine Benoit. Associate
Professor of Anthropology at
Connecticut College; Dr. Konji
Sebati, Medical Director,
International Philanthropy, Pfizer,
Inc.; and Mariko Wilcox, a 1999
Connecticut College graduate and a
Peace Corps volunteer in Ghana.
For the past 15 years, Benoit has
been conducting medical anthropo-
logical research in the Caribbean.
She was recently involved in two
studies in applied medical anthro-
pology, one involving AIDS in Saint
Maarten and Haiti, and another
focusing on sickle-cell disease in
Saint Maarten and' Guadelo~ ....
Through her research, she hope~.qz;
improve the health care system:.~tj!11
these mainly undocumente
migrants through an in-depth un1~
standing of cultural representalt?!'
and practices linked to both of tlies
diseases. Wilcox has spent the pa
two years as a Peace Corps vo~.~:o:r::Jl "
teer in Ghana, where she has ~n
helping to establish one of the coJlb-
try's first HIV/AIDS support gro'!Jis-.
An economics major and Japanese
studies minor, Wilcox studied
abroad for one year in Japan and
completed an internship through h!
college's Center for International
Studies and the Liberal Arts at "The
Economist Conference" in Tokyo.
OVCSVolunteer Fak~.:
Interested in JOining The Voice
Join us on Sunday
7:30PM in Room 215 in Cro,
Wednesday, September St1i
3:00 to 5:30 P.M.
Larrabee Green
Rain Location: 1962 room
Questions? Call OVCSX24S8
Community Internships and
Placements Available:
Mentors
.Technology Interns
Tutors
AIDS Educators
Advocates' for Battered Women
Soup IGtchen Workers
and many more!
. . .
-Work in our commumty
-Learn valuable skills
-Build your resume
- .Make new friends
- Meet new people ••• and more!
:.
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HowTo Write The Connecticut College Essay
It's 7:30 p.m. Sunday night.
four students are down at the Oasis
Snack Shop in Cro, talking about
some meaningless subject. What are
they really doing? Procrastinating:
The great Conn College nemesis.
Each of these students has a major
assignment due Monday, yet none of
them have started yet. They'll start
working around 10:30 or 11:00 p.m.,
and won't finish until daylight (if
they finish at all).
Don't be those students.
Writing can be one of the most
rewarding things you will do aca-
demically at Conn. Over four years,
you will watch your style grow as
Conn professor after Conn professor
tears your work apart. But writing
can almost never be fun if it is the
result of an all-night caffeine-
induced haze.
With some thought and prepara-
tio~,. you can turn the arduous paper-
wnting process into something,
well, fun and rewarding.
The Voice editors have put
together a list of writing tips that
have worked for us. These are some
good starting points, but ultimately,
it is up to the individual to develop
his or her own system of what
works.
PLAN AHEAD, START
EARLY: While this tip may seem
obvious, it is perhaps the most
important one here. While every
teacher .you've probably ever had
has suggested planning ahead and
starting early, the more you can keep
this goal in mind, the greater your
success will be on a paper. It's that
simple.
FIND YOUR PLACE: You need
to find a place in which you can
work. Not just a place with a com-
puter, but a place in which you can
build good study habits during this
first year. If you are distracted easi-
ly, you need to find the quietest
place on this campus possible (base-
ment or third floor of Shain
Library). In general, it is a good
idea to err on the side of fewer dis-
tractions during your freshmen year.
Do not, DO NOT try to get work
done in your room. It can only lead
down a dangerous road.
BEST TIME TO WORK: Find
what times you work best at. Don't
just assume that you'll enjoy pulling
college all-nighters; very few people
truly enjoy it and even fewer can
work effectively under those physi-
cal conditions. Consider writing and
working during the middle of the
day. After a class gets out, see if you
can get an hour of work done on
your paper. You'll be more focused
then if you try to sit down after a late
night episode of "Seinfeld,"
DO RESEARCH: If you're
doing a freshman paper on Babbit,
be different (at least a little differ-
ent). Remember, as wonderfully
brilliant as you are, your professor
probably has to read thirty other
papers that wi11 tum out, remark-
ably, exactly like yours. In addition,
your professor has probably taught
this course at least five times before,
having read a painful number essays
just like yours. Cover the material,
but if you're williog to be brave,
spend 20 minutes doing some out-
side research on the subject that you
can include in your paper. This is
the little-known secret to success for
Conn papers; we didn't tell you this.
(One additional tip: Lexis-Nexis.
The college subscribes to this amaz-
ing electronic research service. Talk
to the Information Services staff
about how to use it and it will
change your life.)
START ~RlT1NG: This may
seem obvious, but if you are having
tronble beginning your paper, don't
begin it. Just start writing (any part
of the paper), Do not obsess over
the "lead" or introduction-it will
come with time and focus. Even if
you cannot use what you are writing
at this beginning point, the process
itself will help focus your thoughts.
Start writing wheo you are ready,
regardless of whether or not you can
come up with a lead.
TALK IT OUT: Finally, find
people (who are even remotely inter-
ested), and talk it out with them.
You'll find that your thoughts will
begin to focus themselves as you try
and explain concepts to someone
else verbally. Don't be afraid to
schedule time with your professor
for this purpose; he or she is here to
help you succeed. Or even a 2:00
a.m. call to a friend to discuss U.S.
foreign policy is not out of the ques-
tion.
With some thought about the
process, writing may become your
greatest academic love at Conn.
To READ OR NOT TO READ? OR TO SKIM, To CHOMP...
You stood in line for an hour
amusing yourself with the cute,
stuffed camels, and when it was all
over you bought anywhere from ten
to thirty books. You bought novels
and short story collections, biogra-
phies, best sellers and chemistry
textbooks big enough to kill armies
of Peruvian ants.'
You proudly stacked your books
. in the corner or lined them up on a
shelf in apple pie order, and as you
wiped the sweat from your brow, the
pride of your acquisition quickly
faded into self-doubt. "How the hell
am I going to read all this?" you
thought to yourself. Good question.
It is impossible to read it all.
Actually, let me qualify that state-
ment. It is impossible to read it all
and have a ~ociallife. You will have
to make compromises.
CC students are expected and
encouraged to participate in the
community and to learn by doing,
not merely by reading. So, unless
you're satisfied with living vicari-
ously through your roommate,
housefeHow, or the cleaning staff,
this will entail leaving your room
from time to time.'
If you keep this in mind, it
should be obvious that it isn't mere-
ly impossible to read everything, but
. perhaps not even desirable. But
before you jump to the conclusion
that all your assigned reading can be
put off in favor of reviewing the
"Chapter Summaries" shortly before
a test, it would be wise to examine
the alternative ways of reading for
content without having to read it all.
In brief, the three methods used
with greatest frequency are as fol-
lows: the "graze and chomp," "skim-
ming" and "keyword" approaches.
Graze and Chomp
Graze and Chomp involves fore-
sight. Before you crack open a book,
know what you'll be expected to
leam. If you have specific questions
in mind when you begin, you'll
know which sections to skip' and
which require the most attention.
Reading about George Washington
Carver's two million uses for the
peanut may be interesting, but in the
long run, his ties to the Tuskegee
Institute may be all that you'll have
to know for the course. Prioritize
what you have to learn and what
you'd like to leam. Obviously, read-
ing 'about what interests you is the
best way to learn, but time con-
straints may make this unfeasible.
Skimming
Skimming is probably the most
abused method rn practice.
Skimming should not mean reading
every fifth word, letling your eye-
balls float over the page, or flipping
pages like Johnny 5 in "Short
Circuit" and whining "Input! Input!"
Skimming should be used spar-
ingly as a way of breezing through
long-winded authors who feel the
, real material is of secondary impor-
tance to their own extensive intro-
ductory paragraphs. Used sparingly,
skimming resembles pasteurization:
killing off useless phrases and tan-
gential thoughts while leaving the
real content healthy and refreshing.
Keyword
Finally, the keyword approach
reduces its user to an impatient web
surfer: browsing content only to find
the next useful hyperlink. Only use
this method if you find yourself in a
bind.
By rapidly skimming a text, you
can pick out key words and phrases,
write them down and move on. You
can then find definitions for these
tenns in the glossary, wWch is gen-
erally quicker and more accurate
than reading the explanations sup-
plied within the text. However,
you'll lose the textual context for
those terms.
This method is pretty terrible if
you're interested in actually learn-
ing, but it can save you if your alarm
clock is set for PM instead of AM
and you completely miss that "study
hour" you had set aside before a big
test. In terms of effectiveness, this
method works about as well as try-
ing to read the whole dictionary fif-
teen minutes before taking the ver-
bal portion of the SAT.
Whatever methods you end up
using do try to think about them
before you hit the books. No one
goes on a long trip without planning,
bnt it's surprising how many stu-
dents think they c3J1ace a course just
by opening a book once in a while.
We're here to leam about budgeting
time and developing study skills just
as much as we're here to suck up
information. Interestingly enough,
the skills that help you leam every-
thing else aren't taught in any class.
You have to learrr them for yourself,
and a little reflection goes a long
way.
SORTING THROUGH mE JUNGLE OF CONN PROFESSORS
Choosing the right professor is
the single most important aspect of
choosing a course. CC has' no
oourse evaluation guide, and word
of mouth is only as good as who you
ask, so you really have to watch out
for yourself.
Finding the best professor is not
a matter of choosing the "most bril-
liant," "easiest teacher," or the "best
performer." It's about finding the
best cornmunicatOJ;:,for you. .
The first way to assess a
teacher's c;ommunications skills is
by reading their syllabi. Go to their
department and ask the department
secretary if you can borrow a few, or
perhaps make cOl?ies.1Look to see
how your teacher organizes his
courses. Generally, we get an idea
of what courses we WaIlt to take by
reading a generalized description in
the c,Oursecatalog, but ,the syllabus
provides a much better outline.
Course Materials
Are readings due every class or
are students merely expected to have
the reading done by the time of the
test/quiz? Are readings the focus of
the class or a background to lec-
tures? What kinds of readings are
used? A history course based on pn-
mary sources and biographies will
differ greatly from a course based
exclusively on secondary texts.
Also, consider the order, in
which texts are presented, and how
much time will be spent on different
areas within the subject. Don't
assume that a 100 level course will
be Jess in-depth than a 300 level just
because" it's generally true.
Sometimes a professor, obligated to
teach your 100-level seminar, will
cover all required topics, but -as in
some English courses-focus on
their favorite author, book, or play.
After you read these syllabi (or
jnst ,the one syllabus if the others
aren't available) take your questIons
to the professor. In this meeting,
you can ask them about ...
Grading
How wiU your professor attempt
to copvey, in a quantifiable meas~re-
ment, your unique understanding of
his course? Tests? Quizzes? Essays?
Presentations? And.of these meth-
ods which is usually the best indica-
tor of your knowledge? (Or, for that
- maUer, the one your prefer?)
Some teachers swear by tests,
but other~ fall lOto a category of
"modem" or "liberal" educators
who prefer putring desks into circles
rather than leaving them in rows,
and consciously attempt to get stu-
dents to teach themselves. If you
like lectures and can't stand the
poorly articulated reason-tng of your
classmates, these teachers are not
for you.
(Of course, part of your liberal
arts education should be learning to
express your opinions and commu-
nicate your ideas, but you are old
enough to decide if these are skills
you would like to develop).
Presentation
Grading and presentation are
inextricably linked. Teachers who
only lecture and ask few questions
will usually ask for your responses
in tests and essays: They will also
expect you to know the readings,
even if they are never discussed in
class. Or, in unique circum~tances,
you may find that you can use the
texts to stabilize the short leg of your
coffee table, because what your
teacher says in class will be the only
gospel. In these cases, you'U want
to make sure your professor is a
good preacher, or at least good
enough to hold your attention on
'days when the sandman calleth.
If your professor is the complete
opposite (i.e. helshe is interested in
your ideas), you may have to eam
your grade through group projects
and discussions. If you like to work
alone, you may want to shun these
classes, but at some point in your
four years here, you will have to
leam to play well with others, and
.your grade will depend upon it.
You may also have to negotiate
labs, field trips, guest lecturers, and
classes· that revolv.e around viewing
and reviewing films. Figure supplies
into your cost of living and be pre-
pared to bring your safety goggles,
boots, notepads, or popcorn. More
importantl y, know that if you hate
westerns you will hate a class that
constantly watches the films of Jolin
Ford. Experience new things, yes.
But torturing yourself through an
entire semester of something you
despise w'ill probably not help you
to love learning, even if it is taught
by a fantastic instructor.
Some professors go beyond
using films and other "educational
aides" towards employing students
in their own instruction. At best,
this gives students the opportuOlty to
. research and prepare presentations
.".'.THE COLLEGE VOICE'S
FIVE OUTSTANDING PROFESSORS
The Voice s Guide to the best professors. (We were going to ~a~,~:
them but we learned from our mentors at U.S. News & World Repp~,
that a jive-way tie is journalistically responsible} 'qJ
u
• William Frasure, Government: BA, University of Pittsburgh; m; ::.:
Yale University; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins. , < :
If Frasure a;ks you your name and you say Billy, Tammy or J9hn;'
he'll probably come back with, "What do you think this rs, Mr',~oger~
Neighborhood? We're all adults here. What's your last oame? .Wh.en .
he explains his attendance policy, he WIll probably say he takes It d~!!y,
because it uses up about fifteen minutes of class. And If you bec?~e ,
one of his favorites, woe the day, because you WIll probably end up,~~
little field trips to the library to find out bow much hor:tt manure .wa~.
dropped on the streets of New York everyday in the 19 century, A;~.
is probably one of the most gruff professors and easily the best p~r-
fanner. . . fl' I
He also knows his stuff. His constitutional law classes and prob-
.lems in environmental policy and law are some of the toughest class-,
es you'll ever love. He works his students hard but he grades them f~jl!"
Iy. Unfortunately for all you kiddies, it's sometimes hard to catch 'a I
class with Professor Frasure. As Associate. Provost, Frasure will Q~
spending much of his time on administrative duties. . aJ .....
L,• Bruce Kirmmse, History: BA, Wesleyan University; Ph.D,
JUniversity of California at Berkely; '1
Not the simplest of men. Bruce Kirrnmse is one of the foremost
experts in t~l\ world on Soren Kicrkergaard, a Norwegian philosopher"
.from the 19 Century. (Out of respect for one of our favorite profe~:.·
sors we are not even going to attempt to botch an explanation of ~IS
works.) Kirmmse's classes in European intellectual history are som,e o~,
the best lectures on campus. The readings are all primary sources! 'no
text books in his classes, and his explanations take complicated issvet
and uncornplicate them without oversimplifying. He also alway~'
leaves a good twenty minutes for questions and discussion. Also, Hd"
sure to pay attention to any life skills advice he gives, like to always"
hit on the girl at the bank teller window or to take true love ov~~'
money. And if for no other reason, take his classes for the class dituier
parties he throws at his house where the most gourmet of mea~s'l~l
always well prepared. ' WI
· r. Page Owen, Botany: BA, Oberlin College; Ph.D, University of" I
California (Riverside) . .". :
When Professor Owen was initially denied tenure last spring, tlid"
science majors came out of the woodwork (and Blackstone) and st'lied .
a very loud and successful campaign to have the decision overturned,"
and it was. Why? He can make cell-bio interesting to a poet. One 91"
the more dedicated professors, Owen is known to have returried-
exams to sixty students within a week and is often found late at nighf"
in the lab immersed in his research and class preparations. OWert;
though a scientist, is a very well rounded person, devoted to his f~m'i- ;
Iy and always willing to take out of class time to discuss out of class I· ,Issues.
• Blanche Boyd: English, B.A., Pomona College; M.A. Stanford .
University . . ,II'
Best-selling author Boyd counts skydiving among the thrill-seet'~
ing endeavors she pursues in her spare time, and spending time in ~eP'
class often feels like being thrown into a freefalJ, with her disartnjng
command of criticism and candor punching hole after hole in yotif'l
parachute. The upside? Listen to her advice, watch her in action"and...,
you will beyond a doubt land safely and walk away a more lucid, co~-
cise, and effective writer of prose than you had thought possible. ': I\~
• .1;1
• Dave Tetzlaff, Film Studies/Theater: B.S., University of Minnesota;Hr~
M.A. University of Wisconsin Madison; Ph.D. University of Iowa .
Dave Tetzlaff is just about the closest thing possible to a one-man
department as is possible, but what he lacks in supporting staff, he
makes up for in his commitment to his students. In a matter of1WQI
years, Tetzlaff has built his department from the ground up, and turned <
film studies from a barely-existent program to a viable campus majo!.'
He seemS' to have a limitless amount of time and energy to offer ful"
students - and can be found more often than not in the film ediling lab,
critiquing and trouble-shooting computers for his students when PJ;Oj-
ects are due. His classes are generally a lot of work, but well worth tJje~
time and effort for the self-motivated student who is looking for aprd1' ,
fessor with a commitment to one-an-one teaching. I 'I J
and lead classes in discussion.
Sometimes it can also lead to a situ-
ation where students essentially run
the class. Some teachers conceive
of themselves as group leaders or
moderators, a fine role so long as
they aren't just lazy counselors
keeping the campers from wander-
ing off into the poison ivy of their
own un-informed opinions.
Instinct
After all possible preparation,
and even in consideration of the
many variables, there is no better
advice than thi" follow your
instincts. Like some teachers will
tell you, when you're taking a test
and you're not sure about a question,
trust your first guess.
If you feel that a teacher may not
be for you, you'll always feel that
way. No evidence you dig up will
change that first impression.
Remember that liking the conrse
material is no reason to se.condr
guess your instincts about a te~ch'er,
If you get anything but a posilive
feeling, get out. . ,. ').
It's your freshman year. There s
no requirement, either within gener-
al education or your major, that )lOll
don't have plenty of time to fulfill iIj
the next two to four years. Even I{
you're sure you have found you~
major or you've known you w~rq
going to be a psychopharmacologlSl
since you leamed to speak, the.~e'l
still no reason to take the ngh,
course with the wrong instructor. :
Professors take sabbaticals; ~en
trade courses.... Even if you can I
find a good professor now, chaog,~
are with Some patience and so~l
work, you'll find a professor whoI
not merely "good," bnt excellen~j\o
only in the sense that they reach ~
large number of students but in \hq,
sense that they reach you. ':
-----------~------......_--~
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[Who's Floralia? What are "TNEPants"? AndWhy am I in this Fishbowl?, -• •
: "~ou're hanging your posters. You're pretty sure that
:y~u ve figured out which of your roommates is which
.~~ ~ou've all negotiated study schedules and paymen;
for th~nucrofridge. Suddenly, your SA. pops his/her
;head m your door to remind you that all Lawrence
,Scholars need to meet in the Connection outside of '62
~ast to discuss the history of Winged Victory, as well as
ith~ possibility of being sexiled Or taking the Walk of
lSba~e after the next TNE. Please bring the most recent
:CQl'l~S of The VOice and Blats. At that point you'll be
,lllQymg to Main Street for more information about
_ :n.l':~ri's Term and Fishbowl. Please bring a copy of
•K,w.ne. Afterwards there'll be a crush party in the
:'J\In,~elof Free Expression with enough of The Beast for
:eYlfz:yo.ne.Pick something up at the Inconvenience Store
:al}l!bring your favorite RTC.
: Huh? Go to the where? With the who? Bring the
'what? Why?· " .: _, And you thought all the hard stuff was going to be in
:~I~s~es. Wrong. The social life at Conn can be just as,
iif .n,ol more, confusmg than that upper level chemistry
- :dass~you wandered into by mistake. Here's a quick
Igiiide to get you started.
: ff there's one thing we know how to \10 at Conn, it's
,party. Even if you have to hit the books Thursday night
:there'll be plenty of keg hopping down South and in the
:Plel\ almost every weekend. When you feel like getting
:dt;es,sedup there's always a crush party which is spon-
:sQied by two or more dorms and to which you invite that
:c~le boy and/or girl who sits across from you in Bio lOJ.
: ~):pme December there's a Secret Non-
:D.',pominational Gift Giving Buddy week within every
:d9J;Iflofollowed up by Holiday Parties in order to get us
• :re.i\<!~for finals. The Winter Formal takes over Cro and
:aJw0st everyone on campus come February. At all of
• :t4~s,eevents you are likely to find people who have con-
:sq9J,e"dlarge quantities of cheap beer.
, : II! order to fund these outings, you might want to
:- :cops~der a Work Study job, which can be found around
IcamllUs, but you'll probably end up working in the
jDining Hall or Theater Services. If you are down work-
hng-jn Palmer or studying in the Greer Music Library
lyou can take a break in Castle Court, that nifty area
lbetween the two.
: ~lWhen excessive studying and/or working leave you
ifamlshed, swing by the Oasis or the Inconvenience store
lin Cra to rejuvenate. For a more off-beat atmosphere
lwilh Jess grease in the food head to the Grounds, locat-
:e14o ,KB. If it's after hours, and you are vehicular, a trip
:tQfRosie's Diner is recommended. When stuck on cam-
[pus .the Chapel Library can usually be relied upon to
:h~y~bot cocoa and coffee.
: "This is just a brief glimpse of what you're going to
:be expected to know. If you need any more info, see
:your friendly local upperclassman. And don't worry
:that people will think you're a stupid freshman when
lyolf'r~ not sure of something; they will. But that's all
:right., You are.
l $0, courtesy of The Voice staff, here's a glossary ofI kl I
:rq~st,ofthe terms you'll need to know.· '.I ...,.
, '41 Room - the room on the second floor of Cro off
:of the Connection. Many more intimate dances are held
:pere in conjunction with the Alice Johnson Room, a
[smaller meeting room adjacent to the '41 Room and the
~se~o~dfloor connection.,
, n ,
: ";'62 Room - the large double room on the first floor
'of Cro across from the Bookstore. Most of the major
:djWc~s (and all inclement-weather affairs) are held here.
:Kip? of like a high school gym-- multipurpose tile-
:tJP.or,d room.
I ,
I .<1
, A,TL - The Advanced Technology Lab. When you:g~t\Jost in the basement of the library, you might stUID-
:ble across this most high-tech area housing high speed
I -v"
rcomputers, CD burners and all sorts of technical stuff.,,
--The Bam - Located next to the Cro tennis courts, the
Siltri is easy to find if you just listen. It is there that all
o{'the campus bands practice. You'd be surprised at
~llat: you will hear them playing-- from the "Mario
Brothers' Theme" to the intro to "Crazy Train."
.. _ I I
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The Beast - Milwaukee's Best. The worlds worst, yet
cheapest, beer. Empty cases can often be found outside
underclassmen's doors (However, The Voice feels
morally obligated to point out that ''The Blue Yummy",
Busch Light, is preferred by more students).
.Blats - The campus' satirical magazine. No topic is
beyond the reach of their sarcastic, cynical hands .
Currently on extended Tahitian hiatus.
Camelympics - A fall event that pits dorm against
dorm in competitions ranging from Trivial Pursuit to
floor hockey. Events test the athletic, intellectual and
oddball talents of each of the dorms.
Castle Court (& the Gong) - The courtyard between
Palmer and Cummings houses one of campus's best
stress relievers-, a giant gong. This is also the famous
goal of the senior streakers at the end of Fishbowl (the
event).
Chapel Library - No religious affiliation required to
visit this favorite of late-late night study areas. Just
bring your books and settle down with hot chocolate and
other warm beverages that will help thaw your brain on
those cold winter nights.
The College Voice - Conn's weekly newspaper.
Once listed in the Peterson Guide's list of top things on
campus: "Sex, Beer, and The College Voice."
The Connection - the area that never had a name,
until we started running out of meeting spaces. Now,
this hallway between the Bookstore and the '62 room
has a name and is used for all sorts of official things.
Cro - Shorthand for the Crozier-Williams College
Center. The place for mail, grilled cheese, molding
hooks, and beer.
Cro's Nest - The room above the Oasis in Cro.
Events like TNEs usually happen here.
Cro Bar -The bar in Cro, serving beer and wine.
During the day it masquerades as a faculty dining room.
Crush Party - A semi-formal dance jointly organized
by two or three dorms. You're given two invitations--
one for yourself and one to put into the mailbox of your
crush (or out-of-dorm friend). A great way to ensure
that you'll wind up in the same spot as your crush, look-
ing your hottest.
Dean's Term - If a month of winter break seems like
a long time to do nothing and you can't get an intern-
ship, then Dean's Term is a great way to spend a week.
There are workshops offered to students, allowing them
to come back a week early to brush up on conflict reso
lution, negotiation and other people skills.
Dorm Assassins - A get-to-know-each-other game
often played within a dorm. Residents who sign up are.
given a water gun and the name of another participant.
Upon killing that person, you receive the name of that
person's target and it becomes your next target. This
continues until there are only two truly paranoid people
left.
DWB - The codename of Katherine WoodBrooks,
Dean of Student Life. She's an all-around great gal who
regulates with charm, grace, and an iron fist.
Fishbowl - Both an event and a location on campus.
Location: The green behind Harris, surrounded by four
of the Plex dorms. Event: A wild night for seniors cele-
brating one last week of classes. They are locked in Cro
all night to be released in the early moming to run
around campus naked banging the gong loud enough to
wake even the soundest sleeper.
Floralia - Conn's spring festival. It is a day-long
event featuring off-campus bands and more beer than
New London can supply, as well as an inflatable obsta-
cle course and the occasional shirtless, funneling
Domino's pizza delivery man. Performers have ranged
from They Might Be Giants to Jurassic 5 as well as
annual performances by campus bands.
The Grounds - The Coffee Grounds is a student-run
coffee house found on the first floor of KB. It's an inti-
mate hangout when Cro gets monotonous. There are
well-worn couches, an espresso machine, and fresh
baked goodies.
Harvestfest - Conn's homecoming weekend. It is
centered around soccer games and a day-long festival
with booths set up by dorms and other campus organi-
zations. Alumni come back and re-live the drunken glory
days of their collegiate years.
Winged Victory - The'most often asked question
about a campus statue (next to why we commissioned
Sol LeWitt to dump cinder blocks by Freeman and call
it art) is "What's up with Winged Victory?" There's the
historical answer the tOUIguides are instructed to give,
but Conn students know the real story. It is said that if
a virgin ever graduates from Conn, Winged Victory"will
grow a head and flyaway.
lnconvenience Store - The affectionate term for the
store in Cro next to the Post Office. It's never open at
those crucial moments-- when you're taking a break
from writing that 30 page government paper and having
a major nic fit.
J-Board - The Judiciary Board is the court of the
campus. It is their job to uphold the Honor Code. These
officials, elected from each class, hold trial over students
accused of breaking the Honor Code and issue punish-
ment or reprieve. The J-Board Head for this year is Jon
Franks.
Keg Hopping - Thursday night is almost always a
TNE, but for the rest of the weekend Keg Hopping can
be your major activity. Unless you're cute, female, and
wearing a skanktank (see entry) your chances of getting
a beer are slim. ff you're lucky you may manage to get
your hands on an empty cup and stand in line for an hour
before the keg is either kicked or Campus Safety breaks
it up. Then you move from Freeman to JA back to
Freeman and then up to the Plex. ff you want to save
yourself some trouble you could just start walking back
and forth now with an empty cup and a dreaded feeling
that no matter how long you stand around trying not to
sweat that you are still never going to get a beer.
Kolne - The Connecticut College yearbook. We've
never seen orre, but they ate rumored to exist in ttie
Larrabee catacombs.
Lawrence Scholars - This scholarship is awarded to
incoming freshmen. It awards three-thousand dollars to
selected students to allow them to get an internship the
summer between junior and senior year.
Main Street - The convenient way to get from one
new Plex dorm to the next. They are all connected by
this hallway, which also houses conference rooms (and
doubles as a track when you need your exercise or are
"confused" and can't find your way into the right dorm).
The Oasis - The snack bar in Cro. Each student
receives a $40 credit at the beginning of each semester
to spend on late night munchies, early morning coffees
and lunches on the days that Harris just doesn't satisfy.
It's also a great place to hold meetings or just hang out
and be social. And it's a great place to watch for people:
everyone on campus is sure to pass by on a mail check
sometime during the day.
OCS (Vinal Cottage) - The Office of Career Services
located across of Rte. 32 in front of the Athletic Center.
This is where you want to go for help writing a resume
and finding an internship to pad it once you realize how
weak it is.
RTC - A Return To College Student. You will find,
on occasion, a fellow student of an untraditional age.
They are often great resources and really cool people.
SAO - The Student Activities Council plans parties
and dances, brings in bands, and generally tries to keep
the student body sane by providing diversions from
studies and a break from the monotony of keg parties.
This year's SAC Chair is Lyman Smith.
The Safety Shack - The affectionate term for the
storage chalet that greets all who enter through the main
entrance. It looks like, and provides about as much pro-
tection as, a photo-mat.
Senior Week - You're not invited. Sorry kids, you
can't even work as an usher until junior year. But to give
you the jist of it, seniors get drunk, naked, and pass out
(in that order) for about urn ... a week. Then they gradu-
ate and get drunk, naked, and a job. If you really want to
witness this awesome spectacle you can always work for
The Voice.
Sexile - Since freshmen still have to live with a
roommate, they risk being forced to sleep on the living
room couch or on a friend's floor while their roommate
entertains his/her significant other, fling, or one-night
stand.
SGA - The Student Government Association is a
"law" making body that deals with such issues as last
year's Death Penalty Debacle. They also legitimize stu-
dent-run clubs and organizations by helping to fund
them. It is made up of the president and vice-president
of each class and the house senators from each dorm.
There are weekly meetings open to the entire student
body. The president is Scott "Scooter" Montemerlo ..
Skank-Tank - Usually worn accompanying TNE
pants, this low-cut, spandex spaghetti-strapped tank top
is a must for a Thursday night outing. Even in the mid-
dle of February this is not an invitation, it's FASHION,
or so they say.
TNE - Thursday Night Events are, oddly enough,
events on Thursday night. Usually a dance, these parties
kick off our weekends. TNEs often come with contro-
versial themes, such as the "Pimps and Prostitutes
TNE," but can be more tame as in the "Spice TNE" and
the "Superheroes TNE." Dressing up for the theme can
eam you free entry.
TNE Pants - The black stretchy pants with flared
legs that can be found on almost every female attending
aTNE.
Tunnel of Free Expression - Connecting the base-
ments of KB and Larrabee is this dark and rather scary
passageway that has been decorated over the years by
creative Conn students. Pictures, poetry, and quotes
cover the whitewashed walls. If you're brave enough to
visit, it's an interesting look into the student psyche.
Walk of Shame - When you walk home across cam-
pus, bleary-eyed and disheveled at 8 a.m. on a Sunday,
wearing the same suit or dress as the night. before. A
moment of shame for some, but pride for others.
White Hat - Those guys who think the epitome of
style is a pair of wannups, an Abercrombie tee and a
white hat from a) a college he DIDN'T get into, or b) his
prep school. Most often found at keg parties.
. ,
.J • ' •
According to The Voice of Reason:
':Start selling fake IDs from Dining Services.
· "• ~t ~
:CR'r; t . H 'Iton and Marshall to homesick tourists from the fonner East Gennany.en rooms III ann
"Wordon the street is that we're out of money. Well, here are some enlightened, entrepreneurial ideas to save Conn from insolvency.'
,$ell the Athletic Center to Pfizer to keep their executives healthy. Make students who want to work out do yard work. Then, we can eliminate maintenance as well and save
even more.
, Sell the Arboretum'to Weyerhaeuser and make a mint on the paper trade.
th St' asters and treadmills to a generator and put Millstone out of business - nothing powers Connecticut like a girl trying to get into her TNE pants!eonnect all e arrm
. H" brand brownies to medical suppliers in California.ell "Abbey ouse
. bl k statue behind JA. The school paid Solie Witt $30,000 to create a work of art and what we got was a pile of cinder blocks. There are roughly 700 blocks
Sell the cmder oc t d] That's roughly $400 per block. We could sell it piece-meal at $500 a block and make a profit. You could loft your bed with them.in, the statue [we coun e .
ith J-Boarded students and sell tickets to big game hunters a la "The Most Dangerous Game."Fill the Arboretum W
- . . k e can put on a Renaissance Fair and charge five bucks a head. Bring your capes!Students in Blac ston
s in the new Campus Safety van. When the packies close at 8 p,m., Campus Safety will take you over the border to Rhode Island, where they sell 'till 10..charge for beer run
- ·d ntial clothing fund. Buy another floor of Mariners Square. Real estate is a sound investment.
~einvest the pres! e Q iii ;
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WHERETO EAT -
So, you're hungry, and the dining halls just aren't calling to you with their usual siren
song. Not to worry, New London County has a wealth of restau-
rants, ranging from the basic fast food and diners to the
hottest of haute cuisine. Whatever your taste, occasion,
or budget, you'll be able to find something to please
your palate. There's no shortage of pizza places, from
those with movie-star cache to the seediest neighbor-
hood dives. The selection of traditional American food is
reperesented by chains as common as McDonald's as well as those at the,
other end of the spectrum - fine dining complete with somelliers and
crisp white table linens. For those who desire a more international feel
to your evening out, there's also Thai, Mexican, Indian, Chinese,
Japanese, and Cajun. If you've only got two pennies to rub togeth-
er, you've just got your paycheck, or your parents are in town and feeling the need to buy their way out of empty-nest syn-
drome, there are dining establishments to fit any budget. We've culled suggestions from our previous restaurant reviews and
......... ""'-. personal experience to offer this incomplete listing of restaurants in the area.
Cheap: For a late-night study break or a
quick overload of atmosphere, these diners
provide all that a diner should--greasy food,
cigarette-smoke filled air and some of the best
food you can find at 2 a.m.
Rosie's Diner, Groton, across form Walmart.
Diner food and atmosphere make this 24-hour
hangout a Conn tradition for late-night study
breaks.
Norm's Diner, 171 Bridge Street, Groton,
445-5026. Rosie's husband? We don't know,
but when her place is filled to capacity with
Conn students, you can head here for similar
diner fare.
Cheapish ($): Good food, relaxed atmos-
pheres, and student -pleasing prices for those
who just have to get out.
MUGZ, Bank Street. A great little coffee
shop downtown. The friendly owners, great
beverages, desserts and sandwiches make this
new hangout very popular with Conn stu-
dents.
Fred's Shanty, 272 Pequot
Ave.,447-1301. Famous
since 1972, located on the
water, Fred offers up all
things fried, and the best foot-
long hot dogs around. Better go
before he closes for the season!
Drawbridge Ice Cream Shop.
The ideal small-town ice
cream shop. with the high
school employees, and the
great homade ice cream
names, it's a fun place to go
with a bunch of friends for a quick snack.
Portugese Fisherman, Williams Street.
Fabulous breakfasts with an extensive menu
that beats the weekend brunch in Harris,
hands down.
Renaissance Cafe, Groton. Pan Asian cui-
sine is the deal, but the hot-ticket is the sushi-
New York quality at New London prices, plus
a wide selection of nearly toxic tropical
drinks.
Margarita's, 12 Water St., Mystic 536-4589.
Filling Mexican grub and the namesake
drinks keeps Conn kids coming back for
more- especially on Wednesday night, when a
college illgets you 2-for-l entrees.
Bangkok City, 123 State St., 442-6970. The
place for Thai in New London- tasty, fast,
and not too hard on the wallet. A surprisingly
spicy oasis in the heart of downtown.
Thyme & Place, 403 Williams St., 447-2764
International food in an intimate setting that's
conveniently close to school.
The Wokery, 507 Gold Star Highway,
Groton, 448-3336. When you feel like going
OUT for Chinese, this is the best place
around. If Japanese is your bag, baby, try
their sushi in the tatami room.
Paul's Pasta Shop, 223 Thames St. Groton,
445-4004. Paul's Pasta supplies huge serv-
ings at a very reasonable
price with a nice view of
New London and the Thames
from the Groton side. The pasta
is fresh and the service is friend-
Iy-- which occasionally leads to
long waits.
Not So Cheap ($$): A step above
the aforementioned, either or better
food, or higher prices - sometimes
both! Most suitable for a
friend's birthday and students
with their most recent pay-
check in hand.
Kitchen Little, Route 27, just North of the
Mystic Seaport, 536-2122. As the name sug-
gests, this is a "little kitchen" (extremely
small dining area). There are about a half a
dozen tables in the resturant, not good for
large parties. It has atmosphere and great
breakfast food. What more needs to be said?
Except that you need to get there beofre
1:OOpm, when it closes.
A Taste of India, 35 Williams Ave., ~ ~ .
Mystic 536-8485. The closest ,->' - ::::--:~":""Bravo Bravo, 20 E. MaID St.,
place for a curry fix - try the I., ~ n \ '\ Mystic 536-3228 Simply
mango lassi - it's tasty. '~I'" \ '11 J superb dining in elegant sur-J:l~~ II . ,-
\",,-- ',';. .,/' / ~,1 , roundings. One of the more ' :
'- -~ expensive restaurants in the
region, but it's well worth it. The"
menu includes finely cooked ostrich;
delightful pastas, andsucculent
duck.
Steak Loft, Old Mystick Village, 536-2661.
Steakhouse fare with an array of other options
- including an impressive salad bar for the
less carnivorous.
Go Fish, Old Mystick Village, 536-2662. A
stylish dining room and sushi bar enhances
upscale seafood preparations.
Trader Jack's, 14 Holmes St., Mystic, 572-
8550. Mid-range American fare with a rustic
atmosphere - and a bar with decidedly sporty
leanings.
Anthony J's, 6 Holmes St.
Mystic 536-0448. Tasteful
surroundings match the very
good nouveau Italian cuisine.
S&P Oyster Co., 1 Holmes
St., Mystic, 536-2674. Fresh
seafood, prepared traditionally,
matched with a great view of the
Mystic River and drawbridge.
Zhang's, 12 Water St., Mystic. 572-5725. A
small Asian resturant, next to the very popu-
lar Margarita's, is known for its great sushi.
Arnie's Bistro, Old Lyme Marketplace, Halls
Road, Old Lyme, 434-9837. Although situat-
ed in an unassuming strip mall, the food at
Anne's is well worth the trip. During the day
a take-out and lunch spot, by night an inti-
mate dining room.
41 Degrees North, 21 W. Main St., Mystic
536-9821. Good for groups with diverse tastes
- from fish to steak and beyond, they've got
it, and it's good.
Voodoo Grill, Mystic. Alligator is just one
of the options on the spicy menu of Cajun
fare as well as some American favorites with
. a kick. Since the dining area is somewhat
.'.:.' .
small, in the warm weather you can be servea:
on their adjacent porch.
When the Parents are here ($$$): Places
with great reputations, and menu prices to '
match. . .
Timothy's: The Place to Dine, 181 Bank St.,
437-0526. An elegant, upscale dining in the
center of Downtown New London. This firre .
restaurant is usually filled to capacity, evert 'on
a Tuesday night. Crab and lobster bisque, , . '
high-quality steaks and fresh seafood high- '
light the menu - along with the best wine
selection around.
- ,
Lighthouse Inn, 6 Guthrie ' ,
Place, 443-8411 A delicious' '.
option that is not always so hard or! ,;
the wallet. The crab cakes with jalapeno "
remoulade ranks highly, as does the afford-' , '
able all-you-can-eat pasta on Wednesday
nights-- a nice break from Margarita's.
Gateway of India, 1333 Boston Post Road,
Old Saybrook, 388-9627. This small store-
front in Old Saybrook offers some of the best
Indian food in the area. With an extensive ' -
menu and a chef who customizes to each cus-
tomer's taste, there is something for even the'
most picky eater. .
Flood Tide Restauant, The Inn at Mystic,
Rtl & Rt 27, Mystic, 536-8140.
Some say its over-rated, but the high number
of regulars on a weekday night speaks for
itself. The fish is so fresh that it swims to
your plate, but watch your wallet, because
you pay for each stroke. The Flood Tide spe-
cializes in tables ide preparation of caesar
salad and other dishes.
Pizza Possibilities for Camels With Cars
Every generation of college studentscan be defined by two things. In the
fifties, The Big Bopper and pizza. In the sev-
enties, disco and pizza. In the eighties, hair
bands and pizza, The nineties partner to
pizza is still unclear, although a Corona and
lime does go well. (Note: Pizza was not
determined by our staff to be a quintessential
part of the 60's College experience. Our staff
voted on a bong and some righteous weed as
the defining objects of the 60's.)
Since pizza is so important to the college
experience, we can't understand why US
News and World Report doesn't bump us up a
few notches for all the good, cheap, and
locally owned pizzerias in New London.
What follows is a breakdown and rating of a
few of The Voice's favorites in the region.
Support local business, avoid the cookie cut-
ter similarity of the flat and tasteless
Domino's pie, and stop the fat delivery guy
, from getting naked and funneling beers at
Ffuralia. J
The Plum Tomato
This family-friendly restaurant offers a great pie at
a reasonable price. Add to that a convenient location
right next to a pool hall, and you've got a winner.
Spend a rainy afternoon shooting stick and wolfing
down pioeapple pizza. Unfortunately,The Plum
Tomato doesn't deliver, so get your SA to drive you
there, while he or she is still excited to be dispensing
college survival tips.
505 Long Hill Rd., Groton 405-1630
Famiglia Pizzeria
Location! Location! Location! Why? Because it's
in the Groton shopping center tucked into the corner
store front about 100 paces from Grand Spirit Shop II,
on~ of the finer purveyors of beer and liquor in the
region, all at affordable prices. If you happen to be
accompanYl~g a vehicle-deprived upperclassman to the
packy, stop m and get a pizza. NewYork style, thick
crust, good dough, fnendly service.
220 Route 12, Groton (In the Stop & Shop
Shoppmg Center) 445-1242
~
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Captain's Pizza
Remember that girlfriend of one of your good bud-
dies who was cute enough to be interested in but not
worth trying to make the steal? That's Captain's Pizza.
Cheap and decent consistently but no major plusses. If
you want a change from Campus they won't do you
wrong. Located on Bank Street in New London. If
you're downtown and want a quick slice, it's not a bad
place to stop. It's on the waterfront, so grab a pizza
and your new sweetie and go have a romantic and
affordable dinner on the pier.
8 Bank Street, New London 445-9553
~
._- ~._-~.~'ti"J. ,~~ ~
.....- ...- .........
Recovery Room
Unique and gourmet sums up th . fr
f . . e pizza om thisull-service bnck-oven pizzeria/restaurant A h
. f thR . ceesepizza rom e ecovery Room is thi f
. d sauce w! n crust, ull-bodie sauce Witha blend of mozzar II -e a, parmesan and
Romano cheeses. The best around L d
fr L . Ocate acrossom awrence and Memorial H 'tal '
epicurean delights gains its na O~' '. this haven of
and when they burnt our Pizza~~ om Its neighbor,
while we waited for a new on' ehi~gave us free sodas
to us for free, e, w ch they also gave
445 Ocean Avenue New L d
~
__ ~ __ ,~on~on 443-2619
JtJ!II!!,I .RI 1OiD. "" -- ~ ~ ~ ~--.!v- - "",.:-- '~ ~ ~ t:. ~ ~...zx: ..:.:.:....~~~....::~.~~ ,. • -. ..
- -- _ ::;,,~"- ~,~.~ "5-':_"~" If.'~--- ...- ..........- ...-~==================::::============::::::::::::::~'==::-:-- .~-:=~.~':::J~':.:=J~L:.:::J~__-----
Mystic Pizza . ,
You've seen the movie,now go try the pizza. Thele. :
is no view, and Julia Roberts does not work there, bU~ "
the pizza is almost as good as it is crackedup to be.
The "spice combination you can't quite figure out" , ,
makes your cheese pizza anythingbut typical:howev-,
er some find it "weird."A goodplaceto takeout-of-.
town guests. Mystic Pizza servesup gourmetpies with '
exotic toppings.
56 Wet, Mystic 536-3700
Uliano's
For the best conventional cheese pizza there is no
better place than Illiano's. Crust, sauce and cheese
come together in a flavorful medley.Gourmetand
Sicilian slices can't be beat but the king of the pIZza
battle has to be the "Stuffed Slice."A wrap-around
crust filled with a thick serving of Italian meats and
cheese, one slice will fill the appetite of someonewho
has been starving in the Harris Refectory for a month.
Garlic knots are also incredible which cme with the
best service around
. 709 Broad Street, Waterford CT (Take a right off
exit 82, 2 miles down the road 437-1999
----,-..,
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Tortellini a I C .like th a onn gets a little old. If you're broke
got a fe~ rest of us and going out isn't where it's at, we've
W, , suggesttons for the adventuresome.
Coli e v~ Picked the brains of some of Connecticut
ege s finest creative forces to come up with a few dish-
'
I es that may make your evenings in Harris just a Iit-
I) I tie more rewarding. It's amazing what you can do
~_ .... With a salad bar, a microwave, and a little bit of
mgenuity.
w,e've. got recipes that cater to vegetarians and carnivores alike. Something to satisfy your sweet-tooth or spice
up your life. No matter who you are, you'll find something here that appeals to you.
so Andf thes7, recipes aren't written in .stone. If you have any personal innovations that you feel could improve one of these dishes, feel free. Don't eat chicken? Sub titute tofu or
W,affl 0"our Perfect Steamed Broccoli" for the chicken in our "Chicken Curry." Allergic to raspberries? Substitute cherry sauce for the raspberry sauce in our "Chocolate Ra pberrya e.
st W~tevder y~ur tastes, you'll be to surprised to see just how amply Harris caters to them. Open your mind to the range of possibilities that lie beyond the hot line. Feed your
omac an satisfy your creative appetite at the same time. The following food ideas are designed to help make your mealtimes fun. Isn't that what eating's all about?
,::DELIGHTING YOUR PALATE: SOLUTIONS TO DINING IlALL DOLDRUMS
Chocolate Raspberry Warne
-heat one waffle
-sprinkle with chocolate chips immediately
after removing from waffle iron.
-top with vanilla ice cream, and drizzle warm
raspberry sauce over the top. -rnix granola with honey, chopped apples, cin-
-whipped cream and a cherry are optionaL namon., raisins and milk
/'" -heat until steaming mush.
Lemon Chicken Pita F ~"'F
)'~1)-slice pita bread in half.
-squeeze lemon juice on
grilled chicken and sprinkle
with pepper
- stuff pita with chicken, tabouli,
hummus, tomato with cilantro, and
feta,
cranberries, and almonds
Good Morning Granola
(version 2)
Poppy Seed Tuna Wrap
-take a plain wrap and a scoop of
tuna and add lettuce, tomato, and
poppy seed dressing,
*note - poppy seed dressing is
the key to any decent tuna wrap
or tuna salad.
-put,a jalepeno wrap on a plate and cover half
of it with about 8 slices of American or ched-
dl!!,cheese,
-add tomato and any desired spices
-toasting is key, The trick is to run
it through slowly enough for the
wrap to toast so the quesadilla
doesn't fall apart as it flips over -mix tofu, grated onion,
on the conveyor belt. As it olives, salsa, shredded cheese,
appr:oaches the perilous , and hot sauce well,
decent, speed up the 1// ; \ -place in wrap and microwave
toaster ~peed so it flips .' / 0 ~ // /;:/;Y for one and a half minutes.
over quickly and III one piece. :/// /,/ ~
-cut toasted wrap into wedges and dip
into salsa or sour cream.
Super Stuffed Quesadillas Best Cinnamon Toast
-thoroughly toast two pieces
of cinnamon raison bread.
Top with butter, sugar, and
cinnamon.
Giddy, Sleepless Observations on Dining in Harris Refectory
Perfect Parmesan Pasta
-in a long pasta bowl toss pasta with olive oil
and parmesan cheese,
-add oregano, garlic powder, basil
-options: cut up veggies, grilled chicken,
tomato, or tomato with cilantro
Good Morning Granola
-mix granola with plain yogurt, honey, raisins,, , .
BY JOSH FRIEDLANDER
EDITOR·lN-CHIEF EMERITUS
When 1 don' I gel enough sleep, I gel giddy. And
when I get giddy, I like 10calm down with some tea. And
when I calm down with tea, it's usually in Harris. And
when I'm giddy in Harris, I notice a lot of ridiculous
things.
I notice the girl with the crazy-cute smile who
changes her shirt at least three times a day, and some-
times changes the T-shirt under the shirt so that they'll
match.
And I notice the guy who is afraid of the conveyor
belt that carries the food away. and every time he goes to
put his tray down he doesn't place it down so much as
he fully extends his arms and arches his hack away from
the opening to the conveyor belt as if he were feeding his
tray to a cage of tigers.
And I notice the "beast of burden" or the "good
Tofu Burrito
Dirty Rice
- add kidney beans, com, slasa, peper flakes
and adobo to rice.
-stir to combine and heat.
Chocolate Fondue
-melt chocolate chips in small dish in
microwave.
-dip apple slices, pear slices, or bananas in
melted chocolate.
friend;' which I prefer, who is kind enough to let every-
one at his table put all their food on his tray, and because
of this his tray is very, very heavy, and when he puts it
on the conveyor belt it looks like he's s~gging or, more
often, like he's a weightlifter completing only half of a
"clean and jerk."
And I sometimes Inotice "the wanderer" who sits at
every tahle but his own, and his cousin "Mr. Friendly"
who knows half the people in Harris at any given time
and lets them know that he knows them by going over to
say "hi" in between his trips to th~ soda machine.
And I notice that when Mr. Friendly gets to the soda
machines, invariably someone els~ will go to get a water
and when they do they'll stand In frnnt of the whole
water machine and nohody can get a cherry flavored
water or some other type of flavored water.
So that poor other person wi II have to stand without
a purpose, and then they'll get in the way of the guy
who's heen J-Boarded for that keg where ynu met some
Nachos
-take grilled
chicken, salsa,
cheese, peppers,
and onions and
heat over nacho
chips in
microwave.
Root Beer Float
-put two scoops
of vanilla ice
cream in a glass
and fill with root
beer. It's just that
easy.
Curry Chicken
-3 spoonfuls plain yogurt from salad bar
-1 small squirt of Ketchup
-heaping spoonful of chopped onion
-tablespoon of curry power (from spice rack
next to microwave)
-I piece grilled chicken
-rnix first five ingredients in microwaveable
bowl for about a minute until bubbly
-dice chieken
-add the sauce
-serve over rice with steamed
vegetables.
Perfect Steamed Broccoli
-start with a small bowl of fresh broccoli from
salad bar.
-briefest of squirts of water from the beverage
fountain.
-place another white bowl on top and
microwave for 1 min and 15 seconds.
-voila
girl from "just outside of Boston," and his punishment
has been replacing the hig brown cup holders next to the
soda fonntains.
And, well, now someone's in his way. and he too is
now standing without a purpose. So that other someone
moves out of the way and then almost back into the guy
who's hanging far hack because he's afraid of the con-
veyor belt. And now the hrown cup tray guy and the
"can't get a soda" person are both hlocking the helt and
now the "beast of burden" or "good friend" is just doing
kind of a dead lift with his hulking tray (and there are
usually more soup bowls on that tray than plastic cups,
so you know it's heavy), and he just shrugs a little and
moves his right shoulder to readjust the weight because
he knows he'll have a stand there for a minute while the
brown cup tray guy does his thing.
And then that same other someone from before can
now move forward to the water and the guy feeding the
tiger can move along and the "Beast of Burden, etc," can
Bagel Pizza
-expertly slice a bagel in half
- apply a layer of marinara sauce to both
halves
-sprinkle with basil and oregano
-add any additional toppings
-top with grated cheese
-microwave till cheese is bubbly
Banana Peanut Wrap
-Spread flour wrap with peanut butter
-optional additions: sunflower seed , honey,
Fluff
-wrap whole banana and go
If you have any recipes, feel free to e-mail
them in to Harris dining hall expert and Voice
editor-in-chief Coley Ward at
cmwar@conncoll.edu.
plant his tray on the belt and shake his upper torso
because it feels tight from the dead weight.
And it's just about then that I notice the girl whose
shirt is in its third permutation, and she's rounding the
comer trying to avoid Mr. Friendly and also that same
other person and the guy with the dead weight and the
other guy feeding the "tiger cage" and she's worried
hecause she might get something spilled on her shirt and
then she'd really have a reason to change it.
And-just like that-I'm out of tea. So Itoss the cup
easily because now all those wackos are gone, and then
[ almost leave, but r remember the brownies. And there
aren't any, hut there are blondies, so I get one of those
and I almost exit by the door near the brownies except
you just can't do that, so I simply walk out the usual
way, and when I'm gone---generally-J don't notice
anything else at all.
The Voice is looking for designers
If you are an artist, know Quark, or just want to learn,
Come to the interest meeting on August 26 at 730 in Cro 215
If you can't make it, call x2812 and leave a message,
t v
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Whaling, Subs and Claire...A Complete History of New London
The story could be written for a
hundred places across America: fall-
en cities, wrecked monuments to a
forgotten era of prosperity lie devas-
'tared and ruined.
, When the textile industry went
South and the cold war military-
industrial complex disintegrated,
small, buslling cities became ghost
towns. Strip malls stripped away the
economic viability of downtown
aTfas and created empty storefronts,
~~une and welfare. urban-flight took
lis toll and property values dropped,
Taxes skYrocketed and property val-
ues declined further. Left behind by
~~ recent economic boom, they Sur-
Yl,ve as shadows of their former
blue-collar middle class.
", And on top of a hill, over look-
fflg the desolation of modern
lAmerica stands the Ivory Tower.
White, wealthy and separate, col-
leges and universities across the
nation lord over towns that are poor,
racially diverse and economically
stagnant. Well away from the dying
towns the colleges sit as their own
cities on a hill, offering no business
and no assistance.
The story is no different for
New London. The 350 year-old city
is steeped in history. The city was
razed by the traitor Benedict Arnold
as revenge for the major privateering
operations that home ported in New
London during the revolutionary
war. Nathan Hale, the great
Arnerican Patriot wbo regretted he
had "but one life to lose for my
country" called New London home.
II is the birthplace of the play-
wright Eugene O'Neill and the set-
ting for his masterpiece Long Days
Journey into Night. The city's sea-
port harbored a fleet of ships that
earned it the name Whaling Ci ty.
In the Reagan years submarines
rolled off the line at the Electric
Boat Company across the Thames in
Groton at the rate of one a month,
and the former Naval Undersea
Warfare Center trained and prepared
sailors for the front line of the Cold
War. Before the Cold War was won
and the cutbacks began, New
London County received $9,000
defense dollars per capita, the high-
est of any county in America and
over four-times the number two slot.
Then the number of employees at
Electric Boat dropped from 22,000
to 8,000 in a few short years.
Adding to the pains of the
defense cutbacks, the problems of
urban flight and urban renewal and
the devaluation of property, special
to New London were the burdens of
1-95 which cut the city in half and a
high percentage of tax-exempt prop-
erties. All told, by the mid-nineties.
New London's downtown was deso-
late. its schools were below par, its
property values rock-bottom and its
denizens unhappy and leaving.
Enter Claire Gaudiani, Conn
College and the NLDC.
In the summer of 1997, at the
urging of Governor Rowland,
President Gaudiani revived the dor-
mant New London Development
Corporation and began recreating
the city. The redevelopment is cur-
rently focused on three areas adja-
cent to the waterfront, The newly
refurbished Admiral Harold E.
Shear State Pier is moving into full
swing shipping lumber, and plans
are underway to move into the win-
ter steel trade. A new warehouse is
scheduled for construction, which
will increase the port's attractive-
ness to shippers.
Fort Trumbull, once home to
the Naval Undersea Warfare Center
(NUWC), has been transformed into
a breathtaking, ocean-side state-
park. Arnerica's Tall Ship, the US
Coast Guard Eagle is now berthed
alongside the port and plans are
being considered to locate the Coast
Guard Museum at the fort. A water-
front promenade will eventually
connect Connecticut College all the
way to Fort Trumbull on the other
side of the downtown
But perhaps the biggest coup of
Gaudiani's is now towering above
the New London skyline. Pfizer
Pharmecuticals, one of the biggest
employers in the region, has recent-
ly opened the doors to its $299 mil-
lion Global Development Facility on
the city's waterfront. A cluster of
bio-technology science labs for
smaller business is also planned
along with a major resortlhotel to
accommodate traveling business-
men and large conferences.
In the middle of it all is the
Downtown area. Here, the need for
revitalization is overwhelmingly
clear. Within a few square blocks
just as many windows are empty as
full and those storefronts with goods
in them are eerily half filled and
never open ..
One-way streets and easy
access to 1-95 allow for quick escape
from the commercial center. But in
between the cracked glass plates and
empty shelves are small pockets of
hope. Greene's Books and Beans is
a newly renovated and very charm-
ing small book store with a water-
front view and excellent coffee.
The Garde Arts Center show-
cases an incredible selection of per-
formances with such major groups
and artists as Alvin Ally and Bob
Dylan. Bangkok City serves up
some of the best Thai food around-at
prices reasonable enough for colll'gl'
students. Timothy's and Bulkeley
House are two restaurants that
brought fine dining back t? the cjfy.
More businesses are starting to ,fili
up the holes, including the very pop'
ular Mugz coffee house whichfea-
tures local bands nightly in a relaxed
cafe atmosphere. . .
Despite the current leve! ,?f
optimism in the city and the contm-
ued hard work of the NLDC, the
City Council and Claire Gaudiani,
the city is still struggling.
Rebuilding the economy is only .the
first step towards redevelopment, ,?S
President Gaudiani is fond of say-
ing, "Economic prosperity' and
social justice are two sides of the
same coin." For more information or
to find out what you can do in New
London, contact the NLDC al ~!-
801l or visit their website at
http://www.nldc.org .
The NLDC and New London's Master Plan
,
'.
"
Mission:
II'he New London Development Corporation (NLDC) is a private, non-profit organization of
,citizens, business owners, and community leaders of New London, Connecticut. The NLDC is
working to promote and improve the economic condi-
tion of New London, a 350 year-old port city, and to PROJECTS
create opportunities for its residents and the region.
;1;hecorporation had brought together a number of
leaders of the community to work with the city of New
London and the State of Connecticut to focus on three
specific goals:
To increase the tax base of the City of New London
To increase the number of jobs in our city and region
To improve the quality of life for all those who live and
work in the New London and Southeastern Connecticut
Team New London:
Under the leadership of Dr. Claire Gaudiani, President
of Connecticut College, the NLDC has put together a
team comprised of Public and Private entities that draw
from the leadership and strength of the institutions of
our community to promote economic opportunity. This
approach has generated the commitment of hundreds of
millions of dollars of investment in just the past four
'Years. "Team New London" includes:
The State of Connecticut & Governor John Rowland
The City of New London
Pfizer
Connecticut College
Fannie Mae
City Building and Community Building:
The NLDC's economic development plans are done
within the context of a "Social Justice Initiative" that
insures that the community of New London will be
improved along with the City of New London. The five
areas of focus of the Social Justice Initiative are:
.' Economic Opportunity
• Early childhood development
• K-12 education
• Health and Wellness
• Arts, culture, and humanities
By working within the context of Social Justice
Initiative, we will make New London a better place to
live, work, and play. -'
Investment
"
which opened this summer, employs roughly 2,100 highly skilled researchers, scientists, and.'
office workers and includes a day-care and visitor's center. Pfizer's presence in New London
represents a $6 billion asset to the Connecticut Gross State Product.
Investment.. ,..$299,000,000 , .
Pfizer Global Research and Development Headquarters .
A 24 . . . I k the Thames River serves as the world, -acre site adjacent to Downtown that over 00 s . . .
headquarters for the international leader in pharmaceuttcals. The 790,000 square-foot facility,
Fort Trumbull
Redevelopment of the 90-acre site has occurred in two parts.
The historic fort itself dates to the American Revolution, was
refurbished as a Waterfront State Park with spectacular water-
front views and opened in the summer of 2000. Directly adja-'
cent to the fort is the de-commissioned Naval Undersea ,.
Warfare Center which will, along with the adjacent land, be
transformed into a hotel/conference center, a restaurant, the .
New London Athletic Center, 80 units of waterfront housing,
and bio-science office park.
Status: The Municipal Development Plan to develop this proj-
ect passed the New London City Council in January 2000.
Corcocan Jennison was selected as the developer for the
majority of the project with an early 200 I ground breaking
anticipated. Currently, a lawsuit by residents in the proposed
area of development is holding up construction. , '
Investment. $232,500,000
Downtown New London . , '
A preservation/rehabilitation approach to revitalization, this'
project will re-energize and re-populate New London's core,
In addition to infrastructure improvements, seven specific .
projects are underway, including three historic housing reno-
vations, two new housing developments, and a new
retail/entertainment building.
Status: Funding is being secured for these projects as final . ,
strategies are finalized. All sites are under the control of either
the NLDC or the City of New London. . .
Investment. $83,500,000
Downtown Waterfront
NLDC is the project for the City of New London Waterfront .
Park. The Waterfront Park is adjacent to the future home of -
the nation's first.intermodal high-speed ferry/rail service. '
Status: Completed in the fall of 2000.
Investment. $42,000,000
State Pier
The Admiral Harold E. Shear State Pier in New London is'
one of Connecticut's three active cargo ports and currently
handles types of cargo including steel, metals, lumber and paper products. Tbe port recently
benefited from a state investment of $25 million to renovate half of the existing pier, which is -
I,OOO-footlong and capable of handling ships that require a 40-foot draft. Since the recon- '
structed pier reopened for business in 1998, New London has seen a steady increase in cargo,
passing through the port.
Investment. $51 ,000,000
Total Investment. $708,000,000
Tried and True: All of the Favorite Places Camels Go to Hump
Steps on Harkness Green
Chapel Choir Loft
b t ries in Olin and Bill HallBoth 0 serva 0 ..,
Movie Rooms in library
Projection room in Cummings
Fanning 4th floor bathroom
Senior art studio
Buck lodge in Arbo
Pool table in game room
MOBROC barn
Swinging Triangle in Cro playground
Voice darkroom
Back stairs in Cro
Stage in Palmer 20 minutes before
Matriculation
Harris elevator phallis
Cinderblock Skyline
On the Cro Camel
On the peaked roof of the AC
In the Campus Safety Chateau
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::The Disappearance ofC~~~~i~Bi;~kand White
_' One ~f the most pressing questions on the
Connecticut College Campus is the where-
abouts of the hundreds of skunks that used to
i,ir!iabit nearly every nook and cranny of the
I)lJ;\ny acres of our New London home, The dis-
appearance of these furry little friends has
roused skepticism among campus' environmen-
tal: groups, who have expressed worries con-
eerning the possible mistreatment of the
skunks leading to their departure from
Cormecticut College,
-. , :,A. short look into Connecticut College's
past would reveal a campus crawling with
skunks during the evenings and into the night-
time hours, Dean Woodlsrooks said, "The
skunks have been sort of the running joke on
c~mpus for the past several years, The skunk
was: basically the unofficial mascot here at
Connecticut College, I have heard that they
used to hang out on the swing seat at the
Common Grounds, and they scared off all the
students,"
Somehow the k k ' "
cally the S e', S um populatIOn, specifi-
stri ed skP cies MephitiS mephitis, or the
p , . unk of North America has
'seenungl '
Skunk y ceased to exist on campus,
d slghtlOgs have drastically
ecreased this fall in comparison
With last year's numbers,
Several theories have taken
~hape during the past several weeks
10 attempts to explain this miracu-
lous de~l~ne in the skunk popula-
non. Phillip T. Barnes, associate pro-
fessor and chair of the zoology
department, said, "SkUnks are omni-
vor~s and will scavenge When the oppor-
turuty anses. If the College and students
~ave cleaned up the campus and are keeping
itclean, the skunks may have gone elsewhere
in search of food:'
Another possible explanation is that the
maJo~ty of t,he skunk population has already
gone IOtO hibernation, as M, mephitis typi-
cally does during the cold
winter months, Being a
species of relatively low
(&. intelligence, the
t--..\) skunks may have
\Q been fooled by the
unexpected cold
flash during fall
break, Temperatures sank
as low as the middle to
upper thirties throughout
the long weekend,
The apparent disap-
pearance of the skunks may
also be due to a misconcep-
tion of Conn College communi-
ty members, The skunks of
North America typically breed
during the spring, after coming
out of winter hibernation, Due
to this fact, the high skunk
population that Conn students
Procrastination 101:
How to Avoid Doing the Stuff That You're Paying $34,000 to Do
Connecticut College could not boast a top twenty-
five ranking without its share of work avoidance tech-
r niques. Ethernet connections and cable TV are just a
, few Of the distractions that help make all-nighters possi-
ble lind also assure continual fatigue throughout the
semester. Time management is a term meant to address
the skill (or talent) of completing all tasks while main-
taining twelve hours a day to relax. Sorry, it just does-
n't happen. The cliche of time management is hindered
not only by the incredible caliber of students here at
COI;m but also by the over-abundance or' amenities
served up by the College,
, Parents who correctly doubt that all of little Johnny's
homework will be completed with a speed rivaling that
. or. a ,Saab on Cro Boulevard can rest easy knowing that
their thirty grand is helping to supply their kids with the
fastest Internet connection this side of Silicon Valley and
just enough cable channels to be suitable for proper pro-
crastination.
.~-mail is the perennial favorite, as the more one
You've arrived in your cavernous
roOIT} in Burdick basement, and now
you need stuff to fill the distance
between your four walls. Or maybe
you got a new Plex room, and you're
in desperate need of creative storage
options. Maybe you just need a
package of BVDs, Whatever your
shopping needs, The Voice can tell
you where to find what you need.
From shelving to stereos, here is
Conn's guide to the shopping world:
The Crystal Mall: If you're
homesick and want to feel like
you're back in your old high school
stomping grounds this is the place to
head, Waterford's version of the
American Mall has everything that
yo.u,peed to satisfy the consumer in
you. The Gap, American Eagle,
Structure, overpriced music stores
and staple department stores like
Filene's, Sears and Macy's (Sorry
suburbanite preppies, no
Abercrombie & Fitch). Of particular
note is Lechter's Home Goods
where inexpensive picture frames,
pitchers, Tupperware and
Rubbermaid products abound,
To get rhere take 1-95 Sourh to
exit 82, At rhe stoplight, take a right
and immediately merge into rhe left-
hand lane, At the next light take a
left into the mall entrance. Adequate
parking surrounds rhe mall.
If you're planning major con-
struction or want some cheap book-
shelves, Home Depot is in the next
lot 'over from the mall. And if rhe
mall's not giving you what you
need, head out its exit and take a left,
At' the second traffic light take
another left and proceed down the
road for two miles. On your left is
another major shopping center with
a Bob's Department. Store, BJ's
Wholesale Club, a Wal-Mart and a
Hoyts Movie Theater.
For your more upscale shopping
needs, or for an excursion on par-
ent's weekend (when extra funds are
available), rhere are two areas in
, ester
writes, the more responses one can be guaranteed.
Writing friends you haven't talked to since preschool
when you got in a fight can be exhilarating and exciting.
Finding and creating friends over cyberspace helps the
diligent freshman to completely forget about the
untouched row of books on his desk, as well as the
incredibly boring first day of classes that rendered a pile
of reading and assignments. The only downside to this
wonderful form of communication is that it offers just
one more way that parents can reach their little prodi-
gies. Until a smart Conn graduate creates a parent chip
for e-mail and phones. rhis will be the only hazard of the
technological boon we call e-mail.
Following close on the heels of e-mail for populari-
ty among time-wasters is cruising the Internet. Who
knew it could be such fun to find obscure sites such as
www.rotten.com, www.freshmengirls.com, and
www.theonion.com? There are a plethora of fine web
pages out there; it just takes a devoted effort on the part
of the industrious student. With a lOBaseT connection,
Franklin
Bozrah
Saletn Mont:ville
Lyme East
LYllle:---U1if;;:~_~""
70
Mystic rhat provide scenic quaint-
ness.
Olde Mystic Village isn't the
most practical place to do your
shopping, but it's brimming with
atmosphere, which makes it a great
place to spend an afternoon procras-
tinating, There are a nnmber of
interesting specialty shops, as weB
as a bakery and a general store,
There is also a two-sqreen Hoyts
Movie Theater to move your after-
noon into the evening.
Downtown Mystic is also a great
place to do window-shopping,
Many of the boutiques are high scale
and out of rhe price range of strug-
gling college students, but that does-
n't stop rhe drool from garhering in
puddles before the windows. Mys,tic
Toys' will take you back to rhe day!
of your yourh wirh wooden tnun
students are also guaranteed fast downloads if they
should happen upon any images that suit their fancy
For the lucky few freshmen who were endowed with
social-skills, hanging out offers a welcome distraction
from the best friend named IBM or Dell, Transit
between dorms to see a fellow COOPer or going down-
stairs to see where the party is undoubtedly consumes
the three hours previously allotted for homework.
Parents don't want their children spending all of their
time alone locked in their room.
Until the first whopping bill comes from the friend-
ly folks at AT&T, the phone offers another formidable
distraction, as it is of the utmost importance to create a
vast network of old friends who are spread out at various
schools around the country, and perhaps the globe, so
that sharing experiences and stories can consume your
every waking hour. It is important to note that this habit
will usually subside after the bill comes demanding a
few Benjamins .
For those of you who regard the anniversary of the
0)2345,...__-.-_M.
Menace
know and love might just be a seme ter away,
The "di appearance" may be completely psy-
chological, as students simply remember the
skunk-infested campus of the pringtime, and
are now shocked to find a fall with very few of
the skunks walking around, doing their evil
deeds,
One less-supported theory of the skunk
decline has to do with the revised menu at
campus dining halls due to the budget cuts that
dining services has suffered, It would not be
appropriate to go into any more specifics or
this theory,
Professors in several science departments
have students working around the clock
searching for a logical explanation to this
mind-boggling phenomenon, If anyone has
information regarding the whereabouts of the
skunks, contact The Voice.office at extension
2812,
What you really,
need to bring to,
College.i.
Columbine shootings as some sort of Bastille Day, there
are always the regular repertoire of games such as Doom
and Quake to not only quench one's desire for brutality
and massacre, but also one's need to waste time. Those
introverts who consider their only friends the ones that
are made up of computer graphics can easily be spotted
around campus as their eyes are permanently focused on
the imaginary screen two feet in front of their faces.
In all seriousness, it is important that college earn-
puses offer distractions where students can blow off
steam and get away from the work that will ultimately
(probably) decide their future. E-mail and the Internet
-have been mentioned as just a few of these distractions,
but Conn does offer many more constructive diversions.
Intramural sports, clubs, Dessert and Dialogues and just
plain hanging out combine to create a more rounded col-
lege community as well as a healthier student body, one
that can find ways in which to leave work behind ~nd
enjoy the campus.
MIW&fSOlf
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sets, dolls and countless little trin-
kets. Drawbridge Ice Cream is not
to be missed, with gourmet flavors
and a beautiful view of the river.
There's an ArmylNavy Store and a
small, homey bookstore rhat will
make any bibliophile happy,
The Emporium is a little off rhe
main street, down the road from
Conn's favorite eatery, Margarita's,
but it's worih the search, Once rhere
you can find almost anything you
might need to decorate your roorn-
posters, candles Gust make sure
campus safely doesn't catch you
because it's a $150 fine), lamps and
if you visit rheir dark, crowded base-
ment, all levels of nostalgic pop
items.
Things to bring:
- Enough socks and underear to save
you from laundry between breaks
-Quarters (in case, by some chance,
you dp laundry)
-Foxwoods Card
-Multiple Alarm Clocks
oA Photo of Your Family
oCar
oPepcid AC (see Rosie's Diner)
oCheckbook(to pay AT&T each
month)
oA High Tolerance (for your roo-
mate ...or sometihngelse)
What not to Bring:
oFake ill (We're all 21 here)
oTighty Whities
°Condoms (they're 10 cnets in rhe
healrh center)
oA Tree (we already have plenty)
-Sharp Hems
oA Saab (Norih Lot is already full
of them)
WHERE TO BUYWHAT YOU NEED, BUT DIDN'T THINK TO BRING
WATERFORD TARGET VS.·GROTON WAL-MART: A BATTLE OF THE BUDGET SUPERSTORES
In defense ofWalmart:
-While wandering the aisles ofWalmart listening to
the siren call of 67 kinds of Secret deodorant you can munch on Chicken
McNuggets_"
-Walmart offers cotton fabric with silk-screened superheroes, while Target
has no sort of crafts department to speak of, not even those mysterious sty-
.rofoanl "things"",
- Home of 'Twist Up' and 'Dr. Thunder', mixers of choice for the
Dubra/Popov set".
- Get cuddly with the plastic Ronald and snap a'few for the fanl back home ~,
and get them developed in an hour. So convenient! .:
~ :N- t ,,,,
To glorify Tar-shay:
-Target offers the snappiest Mossimo fashions a~
discount prices, Walmart will only give you .KathieLee." 1
£: tl· t for a trip to the ever-exce -,-After a trip to Target you are perlec y en rou e, '
~ent Crystal Mall, original home of mall-hair/letterman pcket eombma-
,tions.... , . , h lid d ations and
'-A preferrable location for purchasmg last mmute 0 ay eeor
:omfits, Reindeer bells, anyone? '
-Target smells like astore, not di~pers and ~washed fryolator...
':- You can't pronounceWal-Mart m Franghuse, , f:
,_ The Target target is SO much cooler than the Wal-Mart smIley ace_
... ..
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LIVING SECTION
A GUIDE TO DORMS ON CAMPUS
NORTH CAMPus
One of the unrcnovated Plex dorms, "Hammy"
inspires fierce loyalty and usually shows well at
Camelympies, in spite, or perhaps, because of the
Beirur-esque atmosphere.
Hamilton
Narrowly beating out Park for the most confusing
Plex dorm to navigate, Lambdin also houses the
Game Room, a palatial spread of foozball, pool, TV
and ping pong.
Lambdin
The other "vintage" Plex dorm, Marshall is famous
for it's perpetually broken living room window and
irrepressible parry jones. New furniture make this
an even groovier place to be.
Marshall
The first of the Plex dorms to be renovated, Park is
most noted for the dorm's striking iirnilarity to a
hospital, with labyrinthine hallways and living room
decorated wid) heraldic crests.
Park
Central Campus
~Wbi~Wright always dirtier than the other Plex
dorl'll"S! It's a big mystery, but in the basement,
fintl~(Iic Dining Services office where all confiscat-
ed~' go to die.
..... 'ri h;;i; WI :g t
Ri~Ii!1m "Main Street," "Mo-Town" is the most
frc'!llelltly walked-by Plex dorm. As with the
_otIi~ flex dorms, what Morrison lacks in charac-
ter:itjnakes up in an elevator and air condition-
ing.; ~:
-:.: Morrisson
Until last year the quiet dorm, Larrabee carne back
with a roar in '00-'01 to return to its roots as keg
central. East facing rooms have a great view of the
Thames. .
Larrabee
The most central of central dorms, Katharine Blunt
(insert your own joke here), is renowned for viva-
cious nightlife and a primo location on Cro
Boulevard.
~~~;What Residential
i~eDoesn't Tell You
Katherine Blunt (KB)
Lazrus Plant Windham
"At least jail cells have bathrooms, "says Campus
Safety of the miniscule cubbies that pass for rooms
in Laz. Thankfully, priority and Q kitchen arc includ-
ed .
Quiet housing. Shhh. Almost as well behaved as
Blackstone, Plant's proximity to both labs and
library make this the perfect dorm for those who
actually want to study.
ChapeLbells, big windows and.bigger rooms are all
part of the Windham experience - unless you're in
the basement, then watch for nasty bathrooms on
the weekend. .
..
SPECIALITY HOUSING ----
•
KnQwlton - The foreign language house, Knowlton's lofiy ceilings and wood floors make for an
elegant backdrop for monthly fine dining and dorm drama in more than eight languages.
360 - Themed housing; it changes from year to year.
Barth House - Leading the campus charge for eco-friendly everything, Earth House is
the place to be if recycling is your thing.
Blackstone
Another of the Quad dorms, Branford is distin-
guished by being the louder, debauehed doppel-
ganger of Blackstone and Plant. Seniors claim the
front yard with lawn chairs as spring goes by.
Branford
Abbey - The donn across the highway. Abbey's communal living and excellent brown-
ies make the walk across Rt. 32 more than worth it.
One of the lovely Collegiate Gothic Quad Dorms,
this substance-free house is the one place on campus
guaranteed to never smell like vomit. Magic games
occur frequently in the lounge.
SOUTH CAMPus
Freeman
Spacious rooms and a lunch time deli with the ever-lovely Miss hrissy
make Harkness a perennial favorite in Dorm Picks. Great views of the
varsity soccer field.
Jane Adt/Ilms
The closest Conn has to a frat house, Freeman is also, ironically
enough, home to the vegetarian dining hall. For all the vegan hockey
players, you see?
• . lesPerhapS beer gogg
lJ.()1llCof Freshman Focus and lots of athletes-
Wi~ Corrective lenses are the order of the day?..
Harkness
-------~:=:..~~~."".!...--------:---=-.-----
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Interested in Working for The Voice?
Join us
SUNDAY, AUGUST 26
at 7:30 P.M.
in Crozier-Williams Room 215
Or, Call x2812 for more information.
THE STUDENT PRESS AT CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
http://voice.conncoll.edu
ccvoice@conncoll.edu
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